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The States of Plate 25 of Jerusalem
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c. 1819, and "The Body of Abel found by Adam and Eve" and "Satan smiting Job with Sore Boils" of c. 1826, are all signed "MBlake" in full. The Dante illustrations of 1824-27, when signed, bear a simple "WB" without "inv." The great exception to this rule is the first, Butts set of illustrations to the Book of Job in the Morgan Library, three of which are signed "WBlake" in Blake's standard monogram (but perhaps, as I suspect for stylistic reasons, these date from much earlier than is usually thought, though 1805-06 is even earlier than I would otherwise have placed them).

Absolute consistency cannot, however, always be hoped for and, even if only two of the three candidates match those at Boston in the form of their signatures, all three match them in style. As compared with the earlier series the figures in the Boston watercolors are marked by a much greater degree of finish and monumentality: their heads are larger in scale, their bodies less elongated and more firmly modeled. Exactly the same development is found between the three other large designs and their prototypes in the 1807 set. In particular, it is impossible, looking at the two watercolors of "Satan, Sin and Death" side by side in the Huntington Library,9 to imagine Blake painting the larger one before that from the 1807 set; in every way it is an improvement, in the opposition of the two main protagonists, in the weight of the figures, and in the compactness and power of the design as a whole. On the other hand it certainly cannot date from as late as the three illustrations to Paradise Lost done in 1822 for John Linnell, perhaps as the beginning of a complete set.10 These are typical of Blake's late style in their soft modeling and subtle, broken coloring, having a grace and sensuous quality completely different from Blake's works in the first decade of the century, whereas "Satan, Sin and Death" is typical of the firm modeling, restricted and hands and above the central female's left hand. Similar lines, though wavy, are present in the space above the right-hand female's lap, in the text between "bosom" and "Evermore Amen" and to the right of the central female's head. The rocks are slightly stippled and roughly cross-hatched, as is the ground in front of Albion. A line is present along the edge of the square stone block. A considerable amount of anatomical detail has been added to the figures. The right-hand female has received the most attention. A whole series of details has been added to her back, shoulder, upper arm, thighs and calf. She has also received an additional lock of hair in the small of her back and a line clarifying her jaw. Her left eye has been redefined and two tears have been added on her cheek. Albion has received four delicate lines on his upper chest and two small lines on the inside of his right thigh. From my point of view the most interesting change is that to the central figure, who receives a clearly marked pudendum reminiscent of the Rosso Fucine Paradies.11

The common-sense solution, even in the case of Blake, is sometimes the best. In 1807 Blake did twelve illustrations to Paradise Lost for the Rev. Joseph Thomas. The next year he repeated the set (with one change, replacing "Satan spying on Adam and Raphael's Descent into Paradise" by "Adam and Eve Sleeping") for his most important patron Thomas Butts, as he was also to do in the case of his illustrations to Comus and On the Morning of Christ's Nativity.12 Of twelve designs similar in style and dimensions, all but two dated 1808, and all traceable to the Butts collection, three have by chance become separated from the other nine, but to disprove the obvious it needs more than an a priori theory about Blake dropping his illustrations to the first two books of Paradise Lost in order to begin his series "with the Son's offering of himself as Redeemer," thus reflecting the way that he "casts off his early Satanism as he apprehends the Christocentric character of Milton's diffuse epic."12

9 Or conveniently juxtaposed in C. H. Collins Baker and Robert R. War, Catalogue of William Blake's Drawings and Paintings in the Huntington Library (1963), pls. 2 and 3; the rest of the 1807 set is repr. pls. 1 and 4-13.


11 See Parris, my n. 2 above.

It is interesting to note that nearly all the changes of the second state are anticipated in the British Museum copy, by light grey wash shading in the relevant areas. This anticipation is particularly exact in the areas above the central figure's left arm and in the text between "bosom" and "Evermore Amen."

The Mellon copy [illus. 3] is clearly in the same state as the Harvard. Despite the tendency of the wash to obscure etched details, the grainings on the rocks and in the foreground show through in the orange-brown printing ink, as do some of the anatomical changes. The Culliffe copy can be safely assigned to the first state for the same reasons. In it no grainings show through on the rocks or the foreground and, more convincingly, no wavy lines can be discerned in the margin of the text, where the wash is extremely light. A few additional changes have been made in the coloring of the Mellon copy. The lock of hair that floats over the right-hand female's lap is in all other copies has been covered with wash and extra fibers have been inked and painted over it. More roots have been added, in ink and wash, to the right-hand side so that the whole design becomes more symmetrical. The sickle moon on Albion's thigh has been rounded, and the sun's face has been altered.

When Plate 25 in the Morgan copy [illus. 4] is examined it becomes clear that, after printing the Harvard and Mellon copies, Blake again altered his plate. The changes previously made have been carried further. The horizontal lines between the right-hand female's head and hands have been extended so that they fill the whole of that space. Similar lines appear under the central female's left hand and the lines above this hand have also been increased. The small wavy lines apparent in the second state to the right of the central female's head have been elaborated so that they can be read as part of her hair. The stippling and cross-hatching on the rocks and the foreground have been greatly increased, and several small lines appear in the left-hand corner below the rocks. Again the figure most altered is the right-hand female. Muscular details have been added to her back, shoulder, thighs, calf and arm. Some delicate lines have been added around her eyes, forehead and nose. Her hair has also been altered, small wavy lines being noticeable in two of the floating locks nearest to her head and in the hair next to her face. These last alterations are interesting because they are clearly examples of white line engraving. The lines print white on the dark mass of hair. This is one of the few simple methods of altering a relief etching. Blake has simply cut into the relief mass of the design with a graver, and the lines, being incised, print white. The drapery that appears on the right-hand female's inner thigh is, I am reasonably sure, only an ink addition. A rudimentary form of this drapery appears etched, though faintly, in all copies, and is present in wash in the British Museum copy [illus. 1].

Another set of small lines has been added to Albion's torso, this timelower down on his left side. This last change is anticipated by a wash shading in the British Museum copy. Curiously, in this state two of the Harvard changes disappear, namely the tears on the right-hand female's cheek and the central female's pudendum [see illus. 2]. I shall return to this later.

The Fitzwilliam copy [illus. 5], despite certain differences, is, I think, in the same state as the Morgan copy [illus. 4]. The differences are not consistent with a change of state. The area of detail around the right-hand female's eyes, which appeared for the first time in the Morgan, is missing. So is much of the finer detail on her back, shoulder, thighs, calf and neck, as well as the lock of hair in the small of her back. Some of the horizontal lines in the space between her and the central female and above the latter's left hand are absent. There are three possible explanations for this anomaly. First, that there are four states and that the plate was again altered after the printing of the Morgan copy. Second, that the details not present in the Fitzwilliam were only ink additions to the Morgan copy. Third, that they were present on the plate when the Fitzwilliam was being printed, and that Tatham's notoriously bad inking is to blame for their omission. The first explanation is the most unlikely. If Blake were going to alter a relief-etched plate—a complex operation—then it would seem likely that he would make a good many changes to justify his pains. This is true of the other two sets of changes. What is more, this would be a totally negative change of state. Blake would have removed details without adding others. This is again inconsistent with his previous behavior. This explanation can, I think, be dismissed. The missing details are either only ink additions, or they have been missed in the inking of the plate. At this point a close examination of the Fitzwilliam copy proves useful. If details were present on the plate but were missed in the inking then their impression could be visible on the paper. In Plate 21 of the Fitzwilliam copy many details present in the Harvard copy are missing but their impression on the paper is clear, especially that of the ragged cloud. This tends to support the bad inking theory. When Plate 25 in the Fitzwilliam copy is examined it becomes clear that, not only is it messily and unevenly inked with a good deal of smearing, but that some parts of the design have been missed entirely. The lines above the central female's right hand are only half printed, and so are the lines in the space between the two figures. The impression is there but the ink is so badly applied that only a smeared outline is printed. In other places there is no trace whatsoever of ink, yet the impression of the metal on the paper is clear. This is true of the missing details on the body of the right-hand female, particularly those on her thighs and jaw. Some of the detail around her eyes is, I think, faintly visible as a blank imprint. The greater part of the missing detail can thus be safely ascribed to bad inking. However, one of the most cogent arguments against the Fitzwilliam printing's being an accurate representation of the final state of Blake's plate is aesthetic. The Fitzwilliam Plate 25 [illus. 5] is ugly and unpleasing. One can hardly imagine that Blake could ever have produced such an unbalanced design, in which the heavy work on the rocks is at odds with the lack of detail in the upper part.
A "NEW" BLAKE ENGRAVING IN LAVATER'S PHYSIOGONY

G. E. Bentley, Jr.

Increasing interest in William Blake has been accompanied by, perhaps has caused, the discovery of a number of previously unknown engravings signed "Blake". Six were found in The Seaman's Recorder (1824-27), two more in James Earle's Practical Observations on the Operation for the Stone (1793, 1796, 1803), and yet another is in Henry Emlyn's Proposition for a New Order in Architecture (1781, 1784). All these are in recently noticed and obscure books. Doubtless more such backwater-books will be found with plates by the poet in them. Blake made engravings for some seventy-seven books, and all except those named above are well known and have repeatedly been porled over by scholars.

G. E. Bentley, Jr., recently edited and annotated A Handlist of Works by William Blake in the Department of Prints & Drawings of the British Museum for the Newsletter. He is the editor of Blake's Vara or The Four Zoas (1963) and of Blake's Tinted (1887); compiler of The Blake Collection of Mrs. Landerer, K. Thomas (1971) and, with Martin K. Wurm, of A Blake Bibliography (1984); author of The Early Engravings of Flaxman's Classical Designs (1984) and of Blake Records (1989).

The other problem to be considered is that of the absence in the Morgan and Fitzwilliam copies of certain details present in the Harvard copy. These are the tears on the right-hand female's cheek and the extra lock of hair in the small of her back, the central female's pudendum and the extra lock of hair to the left of her head, and the line drawn across the square block of stone. Have these details been added to the plate and then removed or are they simply ink additions? This can only be decided by examining the Harvard copy itself. However, I would like to think that one detail, the pudendum, was etched rather than inked, for it shows Blake reverting to his prototype, Rosso's Ter Parahe, in reworking the plate.

Blake's two sets of changes follow much the same pattern and a consistent aim emerges from them. First there is a continual attempt to render the surface of the plate more interesting, hence the grainings on the rocks and the background hatchings. There is also a tendency towards decorative elaboration, hence the increase in the fibers and the reworking and elaboration of the hair. There is also a concern with anatomical detail, evident in the additions to the right-hand female. All these changes make for a more interesting and lively plate. Some of the changes relate to the Rosso design, for example the addition of fine horizontal lines to the background, and, of course, the questionable pudendum. The changes also help to make the plate more solid and intelligible; flesh is distinguished from stone, figures from background. Most of the changes are, as I have pointed out, formal. They do not in any way alter the iconographic content of the plate. Unfortunately, the only change that does in any way affect the content is one that disappears after the second state, namely the tears on the right-hand figure's cheek. However, even if this is only an ink addition it is worth considering. The addition of the tears gives Plate 25 richer interpretative possibilities. In the Cunliffe copy the absence of the tears and the blood-red coloration of the fibers and entrail-string combine to present a scene of simply unqualified cruelty. In the Mellon copy the softer russet coloration of the fibers and the entrail-string and the clearly delineated tears on the disemboweler's cheek qualify the cruelty with a suggestion of mourning.

The changes in the plate are important because they show Blake's tendency towards elaboration and refinement in progressive copies of a single work, a tendency usually obvious in his illuminations, but here seen in his attitude toward the plate itself. Possibly, however, there would have been far fewer changes to the plate had all or nearly all of the copies of Jerusalem been colored. Then Blake's refining tendencies would have expressed themselves in the illumination rather than in re-etching and re-engraving. I have, in the foregoing account, ignored the considerable problem of how these changes were effected on a relief-engraved plate. Apart from the one example of white line engraving, none of Blake's changes are technically comprehensible, as they appear in areas of the plate which have been etched away. The existence of the posthumous copies rules out the possibility of reversing the order of the series, so that Blake is without his plate of superfluous detail. The only other possibility that offers itself is the existence of a second plate.
There was heard a great loudness in Babylon: all the nations that were moved: to the bowels, they said;

But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.

The Creator of the Universe are the sons of the mighty. But vengeance, O ye sons of the mighty! Allen.

To the mountain, where the city of Babylon stood, of the evening, in the evening.
And there was heard a great lamenting in Beulah; all the Regions of Beulah were moved as the tender bowels are moved: & they said:

Why did you take Vengeance O ye Sons of the mighty Albion? Planting these Oakley Groves; Erecting these Pfalon Temples Injuring the Lord heals but Vengeance cannot be healed.

As the Sons of Albion have done to Luven, so they have in him Done to the Divine Lord & Saviour who suffer with those that suffer; For not one sparrow can suffer & the whole Universe not suffer also, To all its Regions, & its Father & Saviour he pity and weep.

But Vengeance is the destroyer of Grace & Repentance in the bosom Of the Sinner, in which the Divine Lamb is cruelly slain.

Descend O Lamb of God & take away the imputation of Sin By the Creation of States & the deliverance of Individuals Evermore Amen.

Thus went they in Beulah over the Four Regions of Albion.
But many doubted & despised the imputed Sin & Righteousness To Individuals & not to States, and these Slept in Ulro.
And there was heard a great lamenting in Bouldah: all the Regions of Bouldah were moved, as the tender bowels are moved: so they said.

Why did you take Vengeance O ye Sons of the mighty Albion? Planting these Oaked Groves, Erecting these Divine Temples.

Yet the Sons of Albion have done to Ludah: so they have in him done to the Divine Lord & Saviour, who suffer with those that suffer: for not one sparrow can suffer: & the whole Universe not suffer also.

But Vengeance is the destroyer of Grace & Repentance in the bosom of the Sinner in which the Divine Lamb is crucified,

Descend O Lamb of God & take away the imputation of Sin & the deliverance of Individuals Evermore: for they wept they in Bouldah over the Four Regions of Albion.

But many doubted & despair'd & implored Sin & Righteousness to Individuals, & not to States, and these slept in Ullo.
And there was heard a great lamenting in Beulah: all the Regions of Beulah were moved as the tender bowels are moved: & they said:

Why did you take Vengeance O ye Sons of the mighty Albion? Planting these Oaked Groves; Erecting these Dragon Temples, Fancy the Lord heals but Vengeance cannot be healed.

As the Sons of Albion have done to Israel, so they have in him, Done to the Divine Lord & Saviour, who suffers with those that suffer; For not one sparrow can suffer & the whole Universe not suffer also.

In all its Regions, & its Father & Saviour gat busy and weep.

But Vengeance is the destroyer of Grace & Repentance in the bosom of the Father, in which the Divine Lamb is cruelly slain.

Hence O Lamb of God & take away the iniquity of Sin.

By the Creation of States & the deliverance of Individuals Eternally finish

Thus wept they in Beulah over the Four Regions of Albion.

But many doubted & despised & imputed Sin & Righteousness to Individuals & not to States, and these Slept at Ulro.
And there was heard a great lamenting in Beulah: all the Regions of Beulah were moved as the tender bowels are moved: & they said:

Why did ye take Vengeance on his Sons of the mighty Albion? Planting these Oaken Groves, Erecting these Druidic Temples? Inyry: the Lord heals, but Vengeance cannot be healed:
In the Sons of Albion, have done to Leviathan; so they have in him, Done to the Divine Lord & Saviour, who suffer with these their suffer;
for not one sparrow can suffer, & the whole Universe not suffer also,
In all its Regions, & its Father & Saviour gut pity and woe,
But Vengeance is the destroyer of Grace & Repentance in the bosom of the Inyry; in which the Divine Lamb is cruelly slain;
Descend O Lamb of God & take away the impurity of Sin;

By the Creation of States & the deliverance of Individuals Evermore amen

Thus wept they in Beulah over the Four Regions of Albion.
But many doubted & despised & imputed Sin & Ruggenss to Individuals & not to States, and these slept in Ulro.